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Abstract
Animals often exhibit consistent individual differences in behavior (i.e.,
animal personality) and correlations between behaviors (i.e., behavioral
syndromes), yet the causes of those patterns of behavioral variation
remain insufficiently understood. Many authors hypothesize that statedependent behavior produces animal personality and behavioral syndromes. However, empirical studies assessing patterns of covariation
among behavioral traits and state variables have produced mixed results.
New statistical methods that partition correlations into between-individual and residual within-individual correlations offer an opportunity to
more sufficiently quantify relationships among behaviors and state variables to assess hypotheses of animal personality and behavioral syndromes. In a population of wild Belding’s ground squirrels (Urocitellus
beldingi), we repeatedly measured activity, exploration, and response to
restraint behaviors alongside glucocorticoids and nutritional condition.
We used multivariate mixed models to determine whether between-individual or within-individual correlations drive phenotypic relationships
among traits. Squirrels had consistent individual differences for all five
traits. At the between-individual level, activity and exploration were positively correlated whereas both traits negatively correlated with response
to restraint, demonstrating a behavioral syndrome. At the within-individual level, condition negatively correlated with cortisol, activity, and exploration. Importantly, this indicates that although behavior is statedependent, which may play a role in animal personality and behavioral
syndromes, feedback mechanisms between condition and behavior appear
not to produce consistent individual differences in behavior and correlations between them.

Introduction
The study of behavioral syndromes and animal personality aims to understand the behavioral variation
of individuals. Animal personality refers to consistent
among-individual variation in behaviors that persist
over time and across environments (R
eale et al.
2007), whereas behavioral syndromes refer to correlations between those behaviors (Sih et al. 2004).
Despite the widespread prevalence of consistent
among-individual variation in behavior, within-indiEthology 121 (2015) 125–134 © 2014 Blackwell Verlag GmbH

vidual variation contributes substantially to the overall phenotypic variance of behavior. In fact, a recent
meta-analysis of behavioral repeatability (i.e., consistent among-individual variation) found that on average nearly two-thirds of overall behavioral variation
was attributed to within-individual rather than
among-individual differences (Bell et al. 2009).
Therefore, phenotypic correlations between behavioral traits (i.e., Pearson’s or Spearman’s) could be
due to a relationship at two levels. First, a phenotypic
correlation could be due to a relationship between
125
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individuals’ average levels of two behaviors, termed a
between-individual correlation (Fig. 1, Scenario 1).
For example, in Ward’s damselfish (Pomacentrus
wardi), even though boldness and activity change
with respect to temperature, there is a positive correlation between individuals’ average level of the two
behaviors (Biro et al. 2010). Second, a phenotypic
correlation could be due to a relationship between
individuals’ change in each behavior, termed a
within-individual correlation (Fig. 1, Scenario 2;
Dingemanse & Dochtermann 2013). Bell & Stamps
(2004) documented a positive phenotypic correlation
between boldness and aggression in three-spined
sticklebacks (Gasterosteus aculeatus), but they noted
that individuals with low boldness and aggression on
one occasion were just as likely to have high boldness
and aggression on the next. The overall phenotypic
correlation appeared to be produced by a relationship
between individuals’ change in boldness and aggression rather than a relationship between individuals’
average level of those behaviors. This demonstrates
how statistically partitioning phenotypic correlations
into between-individual correlations and residual correlations (which approximate within-individual correlations; Brommer 2013) will help understanding of
the causes and consequences of behavioral variation
in nature (Dingemanse & Dochtermann 2013).
Partitioning correlations is important for more than
just behavioral traits. Many traits are expected to covary with behavior (R
eale et al. 2010), and many of

Test 1

these non-behavioral traits are themselves labile. For
example, consistent individual differences in behavior
often associate with consistent individual differences
in physiology (Koolhaas et al. 1999), but the patterns
underlying phenotypic correlations between behavior
and physiology are complex. In evaluating the relationships between behavioral traits and physiological
traits in alpine marmots, Ferrari et al. (2013) found
that cortisol was not related to activity or docility at
the between-individual level but had a positive
within-individual correlation with activity. In other
words, as a marmot’s cortisol level increases, its activity also increases. However, an individual with relatively high average activity has no greater chance of
having high average levels of cortisol than does an
individual with low average activity. Given the prevalence of hypotheses that relationships between physiology and behavior explain animal personality and
behavioral syndromes (Sih et al. 2004; Duckworth &
Sockman 2012; Garamszegi et al. 2012), more data
are needed to understand whether between-individual or within-individual correlations dictate patterns
of phenotypic covariation among behavioral and
physiological traits.
Some hypotheses of adaptive animal personality
and behavioral syndromes propose that condition
plays a primary role (Rands et al. 2003; McElreath &
Strimling 2006; Luttbeg & Sih 2010). They propose
different mechanisms by which condition may affect a
single behavior to produce personality, whereas if
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Fig. 1: Hypothetical graphs demonstrating the difference between between-individual and within-individual correlations in a population of four numbered individuals (modified from fig. 4 in Dingemanse & Dochtermann 2013). The leftmost graph shows a positive phenotypic correlation between
boldness and aggression. In Scenario 1, individuals maintain their place along the correlation across Test 1 and Test 2, meaning that the phenotypic
correlation results from a relationship between individuals’ average level of boldness and aggression (i.e., a between-individual correlation). In Scenario 2, individuals change their level of boldness and aggression across Test 1 and Test 2, meaning that the phenotypic correlation results from a
relationship between individuals’ change in boldness and aggression.
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condition affects multiple behaviors, it may produce a
behavioral syndrome. Condition is often defined as
energy or nutritional reserves (Price et al. 1988;
Rands et al. 2003; Schulte-Hostedde et al. 2005), but
measures such as hematocrit (Kluen et al. 2014) and
oxidative stress (von Schantz et al. 1999), among others (Hill 2011), have also been used. It is often found
to be a flexible phenotypic trait, but environmental
factors or feedbacks between condition and other
traits could produce short- or long-term repeatability
of condition (Rands et al. 2003; McElreath & Strimling 2006; Luttbeg & Sih 2010). Surprisingly, there
has been a relative dearth of studies assessing condition and animal personality, and those that assess it
often do not find the hypothesized relationships
(Johnson & Sih 2005; David et al. 2011; Kurvers et al.
2011; Menzies et al. 2013), although some studies
have found relationships between condition and
behavior (Sinn et al. 2010; David & Giraldeau 2012;
Seltmann et al. 2012). In an experiment exposing Iberian wall lizards (Podarcis hispanicus) to low-risk predation, Rodriguez-Prieto et al. (2010) found that an
individual’s consistent level of boldness did not impact
its body condition. However, habituation to the predation threat (i.e., increase in boldness) did increase
lizards’ body condition. This experiment provided evidence that a phenotypic relationship between boldness and body condition resulted from a withinindividual process rather than a between-individual
process. The only study to partition between-individual and within-individual correlations of behaviors
and condition found that activity, aggression, and
hematocrit did not relate at either level (Kluen et al.
2014). More studies assessing the relationship
between condition and behaviors are needed to evaluate predictions that condition-dependent behavior
accounts for animal personality and behavioral syndromes, in particular studies that quantify betweenindividual and within-individual correlations.
If condition indeed accounts for animal personality
and behavioral syndromes, then condition itself
should show consistent individual differences and
correlate with the behavior(s) at the between-individual level. Within-individual correlations are also
expected, although the direction of the correlation
will depend on the mechanism driving the link
between behavior and condition. The potential relationship between condition and the behaviors will
depend on whether a positive or negative feedback
mechanism underlies the relationship. The asset protection principle is a negative feedback mechanism in
which increases in an asset, like condition, cause
decreases in a risky behavior, like activity or exploraEthology 121 (2015) 125–134 © 2014 Blackwell Verlag GmbH
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tion, to avoid jeopardizing the asset (Clarke 1994). In
the same fashion, starvation avoidance predicts that
as an individual’s condition decreases, it will increase
behaviors like activity and exploration to obtain
resources and prevent starvation. This is also a negative feedback mechanism, and we will treat starvation
avoidance as an aspect of asset protection (Luttbeg &
Sih 2010). If asset protection and starvation avoidance
are at work in a system, the negative relationship
between change in an individual’s condition and
change in an individual’s behavior would produce a
negative within-individual correlation between condition and behavior, and potentially a positive
between-individual correlation if other factors generate consistent differences in condition (McElreath
et al. 2007). Alternatively, state-dependent safety is a
positive feedback mechanism in which high condition
enables an individual to better avoid predation (Luttbeg & Sih 2010). This allows the individual to become
bolder and more active, which may in turn lead to a
further increase in condition. Those individuals in low
condition are more susceptible to predation, and
therefore, their condition decreases because they
must be less bold. This relationship would produce
both a positive within-individual correlation and a
positive between-individual correlation between condition and a behavior. Both positive and negative
feedback mechanisms are likely to coexist (Luttbeg &
Sih 2010), but our data will evaluate which mechanism predominates and whether it contributes to animal personality and behavioral syndromes.
In this study, we repeatedly measured a suite of
behavioral traits, fecal glucocorticoid metabolites (a
proxy of cortisol), and body condition index in a wild
population of Belding’s ground squirrels (Urocitellus
beldingi). We did this to test hypotheses regarding animal personality, behavioral syndromes, and the role
of stress physiology and condition in those patterns of
variation. U. beldingi are excellent for this study
because fecal glucocorticoid metabolite (CORT) measures have been experimentally validated and shown
to relate to antipredator behavior (Mateo & Cavigelli
2005; Mateo 2007), and body condition index (BCI)
measures have been experimentally shown to reflect
nutritional condition and relate to vigilance and foraging behavior (Bachman 1993). We focused on
activity, exploration, and response to restraint (i.e.,
docility) behaviors because they are commonly measured personality traits (R
eale et al. 2007) that could
be repeatedly assayed in standardized tests. We predicted that the behaviors would show consistent individual differences, reflecting animal personality, and
correlate at the between-individual level, constituting
127
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a behavioral syndrome (Dingemanse & Dochtermann
2013). We predicted that CORT and BCI would be
negatively correlated at the within-individual level,
because increases in an individual’s cortisol cause
release of energy stores (Sapolsky et al. 2000; Mateo
2007; Bonier et al. 2009). We predicted that CORT
would have a positive within-individual correlation
with activity, similar to Ferrari et al. (2013), because
the energy stores mobilized by CORT increases could
cause higher activity levels. All together, these data
will test whether Belding’s ground squirrels exhibit
animal personality and a behavioral syndrome, as
well as evaluate what process might account for that
variation.

A. J. Dosmann, K. C. Brooks & J. M. Mateo

prevent escape. The testing apparatus contained four
false burrows evenly spaced 40 cm apart, which provided species-relevant spaces to investigate. We
released squirrels into the arena from a Tomahawk
trap (Tomahawk Live Trap, Hazelhurst, WI, USA) via
a door in the arena wall, and we counted the number
of head dips into the false burrows during a 5-min
trial as our dependent variable measuring exploration
(File & Wardill 1975). To prevent the odors of previously tested squirrels from affecting results, we lined
the arena with acrylic and cleaned it with ethanol following every trial. We videotaped each holeboard test
and scored it later, blind to squirrel identity.
Activity

Methods
Study Species and Field Site

Belding’s ground squirrels are diurnal rodents that
live in the Sierra Nevada and southern Cascade
mountains. They are active between April and August
and hibernate the remainder of each year. Females
live an average of 3.4  0.3 yr, and males live an
average of 2.1  0.4 yr. To address whether squirrels
show consistent individual differences and/or correlations of traits, we measured traits in a free-ranging
population of U. beldingi at Lower Horse Corral in
Rock Creek Canyon, CA (37.4656°N, 118.7249°W).
We trapped squirrels at their burrows and conducted
the battery of behavioral tests described below, before
releasing squirrels at their site of capture. We took
334 measurements of all traits on 157 squirrels (90
females, 67 males) for an average  SD of 2.1  1.2
measurements per individual, with a range of 1–7.
Details regarding that study population can be found
in Mateo (2007), and we collected data from 2009 to
2011. Sixty-one individuals were measured for the
first time in 2009, 71 in 2010, and 25 in 2011, with
16% of the individuals measured across years. Institutional Animal Care and Use Committees of The University of Chicago (protocol no. 71255) and
University of California at Santa Barbara (protocol no.
5-03-532) approved this study, and we had permits
from California Fish & Game and the U.S. Forest
Service.
Exploration

We measured exploration behavior of squirrels in a
holeboard test (Martin & R
eale 2008), which is a
122 9 122 cm modified open-field apparatus. The
arena had 61 cm-tall walls and a wire mesh top to
128

We measured locomotor activity of squirrels in the
holeboard apparatus during the same trial in which
we measured exploration. We marked the holeboard
into 16 quadrants and counted the number of lines
crossed during the 5-min trial as our dependent variable measuring activity.
Behavioral Response to Restraint Stress

Our last behavioral measure consisted of restraining
squirrels in a small canvas bag (28 9 22 cm) to measure the proportion of time they spent immobile during 1 min of restraint. This test was not videotaped.
One observer (AD) pulled squirrels from a Tomahawk
trap by hand, placed them into the bag, and then suspended the bag in the air for 1 min. We measured the
amount of time spent immobile with a stopwatch. We
interpret this test as a measure of docility, defined as
the response to human handling (Martin & R
eale
2008).
Cortisol

We measured fecal glucocorticoid metabolites, a
proxy of CORT, following Mateo & Cavigelli (2005).
After collection during trapping, fecal samples were
placed on ice and brought to a freezer for short-term
storage (<2 mo) before shipping to The University of
Chicago for analysis. We dried fecal samples, weighed
0.2 g, and extracted CORT from the samples with
1.5 ml 80% ethanol. We centrifuged the feces–ethanol mixture at 2500 g for 20 min and collected the
supernatant for a 125I-cortisol Corticoteâ radioimmunoassay (MP Biomedicals, Irvine, CA, USA). For the
radioimmunoassay, we ran duplicates of samples and
reassayed any sample with a coefficient of variation
over 20%. Two control samples, created by pooling
Ethology 121 (2015) 125–134 © 2014 Blackwell Verlag GmbH
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samples from five individuals with high binding and
five individuals with low binding, were analyzed at
the beginning and end of each assay. The mean intraand interassay coefficients of variation were 11.2%
and 16.0%, respectively, for the low control and
12.7% and 15.8% for the high control.
Body Condition Index

We first weighed squirrels on an OHAUS balance
(Ohaus Corporation, Parsippany, NJ, USA) to the
nearest gram. We also measured condylobasal length
(tip of the nose to the occipital condyle) to the nearest
hundredth mm with Mitutoyo digital calipers (Mitutoyo America Corporation, Aurora, IL, USA). Using
these measurements, we calculated body condition
index (BCI) from the regression of log weight on log
skull length (Schulte-Hostedde et al. 2005). Bachman
(1993) experimentally showed BCI reflects energy
reserves in U. beldingi. We chose condylobasal length
as a measure of structural size because skull length
had lower measurement error than skull zygomatic
arch breadth or hind foot length in a pilot study. Only
one observer (AD) measured skull length to eliminate
interobserver variation.
Sampling Sequence

We sampled an individual during a single trapping
event. We trapped individuals with Tomahawk Live
Traps (Tomahawk Live Trap) at their burrows. Squirrels usually defecate upon capture, and we gathered
fecal samples from under the trap in 2.0 ml polypropylene tubes for later analysis of fecal glucocorticoid
metabolite levels. We then weighed each squirrel to
the nearest gram, and released it into the test arena
for the holeboard test of activity and exploration.
After the 5-min test, we shepherded the squirrel back
into the Tomahawk trap, before pulling the squirrel
out by hand to place into the response to restraint test.
Finally, we handled the squirrel to measure its condylobasal length before releasing it at the site of capture.
Statistics

We aimed to quantify repeatability of activity, exploration, response to restraint, CORT, and BCI, and partition their phenotypic correlations into betweenindividual and within-individual correlations. To do
so, we ran multivariate Bayesian linear mixed-effect
models using the MCMCglmm package (Hadfield
2010) in R 3.0.2 (R Development Core Team 2013),
specifying a random intercept for squirrel identity.
Ethology 121 (2015) 125–134 © 2014 Blackwell Verlag GmbH

Technically, this partitions correlations into betweenindividual and residual components (Brommer 2013),
but we maintain the use of the term within-individual
correlations for conceptual clarity. We followed the
methodology of Brommer et al. (2014). We log-transformed CORT, so that it better approximated a normal
distribution, and we standardized all traits to mean
zero and unit variance. We specified slightly informative priors using the raw phenotypic variation of traits
for the within-individual matrix and the raw phenotypic variation multiplied by 0.1 for the between-individual matrix, with a degree of belief set at the
number of variances to be estimated. However, models with both uninformative priors and low degrees of
belief had results that were qualitatively the same.
We inspected trace and density plots for the estimated
parameters to ensure models were properly specified.
Initial models showed parameter autocorrelation, so
we ran the models for a larger number of iterations
(nitt = 520 000) discarding the first 20 000 and specifying a thinning interval of 250, which corrected the
model diagnostic issue. We included sex, age, test repetition, and year as fixed effects. We decomposed the
variance into between-individual (VB) and withinindividual (VW) components, calculating repeatability
as r = VB/(VB + VW). We calculated the correlation at
a given level by dividing the covariance between two
traits by the square root of the product of the two
variances. For phenotypic correlations, we added the
between-individual and within-individual variances
and covariances together to calculate the correlation.
We used the mode of the posterior distribution as a
point estimate for a given statistic and used the 95%
highest posterior density as a measure of the 95%
credibility interval. Credibility intervals that do not
include zero indicate statistical significance. Following
Mutzel et al. (2014), we evaluated CIs that only
slightly overlapped zero by calculating how often the
estimate was positive or negative, which is analogous
to a p-value.
Results
Squirrels had an average ( SD) exploration of
1.4  1.9 head dips and activity of 52.9  44.0 lines
crossed per test occasion. The average proportion of
time squirrels spent static in the response to restraint
test was 0.4  0.3. Average fecal glucocorticoid levels
were 235.3  71.4 ng/ll. Because individuals’ body
condition index values were standardized mass-length
residuals, we do not provide summary statistics.
Squirrels had consistent individual differences for
each of the five traits, determined by repeatability
129
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estimates with 95% credibility intervals (CRI) that did
not include zero. The repeatability of response to
restraint behavior and activity were the highest
(Table 1). Exploration was also significantly repeatable, but VB of exploration made up a lower proportion of the overall variance. CORT and BCI were
significantly repeatable, but at low levels.
The phenotypic, between-individual, and withinindividual correlations between traits were largely
concordant, but not entirely. At the phenotypic level,
three correlations were significant. Activity was positively correlated with exploration and negatively cor-

Table 1: Repeatabilites of exploration, response to restraint (RR), activity, fecal glucocorticoid metabolites (CORT), and condition. For all traits,
the sample size was 334 measurements on 157 squirrels, ranging
between 1–7 measurements per individual. We calculated repeatability
as r = VBetween-ind./(VBetween-ind. + VWithin-ind.), using modes of the posterior distribution as estimates of variance components
Trait

Repeatability

Lower 95% CRI

Upper 95% CRI

Exploration
RR
Activity
CORT
Condition

0.13
0.52
0.45
0.09
0.05

0.07
0.42
0.28
0.03
0.03

0.28
0.65
0.58
0.18
0.11

Bold values denote correlations whose 95% credibility intervals do not
include zero.

related with response to restraint, whereas
exploration had a negative phenotypic correlation
with BCI (Table 2a). The positive phenotypic relationship between activity and exploration was driven by
significantly positive between-individual (Table 2b)
and within-individual correlations (Table 2c). However, the phenotypic relationship between activity
and response to restraint was primarily driven by a
between-individual correlation. Response to restraint
had a phenotypic correlation with exploration at the
trend level, but this reflected opposing between-individual and within-individual correlations. The negative phenotypic relationship between exploration and
BCI primarily reflects a negative within-individual
correlation between the traits. BCI also had a significant negative within-individual correlation with
activity and a trend for the predicted negative relationship with CORT that drove negative phenotypic
correlations that both trended toward significance.
Discussion
Understanding the causes and consequences of animal personality and behavioral syndromes requires
quantifying complex patterns of variation, so methods
that partition behavioral correlations into betweenindividual and within-individual correlations are a
substantial step forward (Brommer 2013; Dingemanse

Table 2: Correlation matrices between exploration, response to restraint (RR), activity, fecal glucocorticoid metabolites (CORT), and condition at the
(a) phenotypic level, (b) between-individual level, and (c) within-individual level. For all traits, the sample size was 334 measurements on 157 squirrels,
ranging between 1–7 measurements per individual
Exploration
(a) Phenotypic correlations
Exploration
—
RR
0.057 ( 0.194, 0.030)**
Activity
0.567 (0.495, 0.647)
CORT
0.046 ( 0.175, 0.036)
Condition
0.116 ( 0.226, 0.022)
(b) Between-individual correlations
Exploration
—
RR
0.545 ( 0.823, 0.185)
Activity
0.694 (0.327, 0.868)
CORT
0.207 ( 0.569, 0.450)
Condition
0.101 ( 0.447, 0.561)
(c) Within-individual correlations
Exploration
—
RR
0.128 ( 0.014, 0.288)*
Activity
0.594 (0.482, 0.681)
CORT
0.065 ( 0.185, 0.063)
Condition
0.128 ( 0.249, 0.022)

RR

Activity

CORT

—
0.202 ( 0.345, 0.116)
0.016 ( 0.077, 0.139)
0.003 ( 0.111, 0.100)

—
0.007 ( 0.123, 0.095)
0.090 ( 0.195, 0.020)**

—
0.087 ( 0.183, 0.027)**

—
0.639 ( 0.823, 0.378)
0.095 ( 0.388, 0.554)
0.219 ( 0.585, 0.376)

—
0.028 ( 0.421, 0.608)
0.071 ( 0.360, 0.638)

—
0.012 ( 0.509, 0.474)

—
0.142 ( 0.057, 0.253)
0.046 ( 0.146, 0.159)
0.037 ( 0.113, 0.144)

—
0.035 ( 0.191, 0.104)
0.148 ( 0.286, 0.025)

—
0.073 ( 0.192, 0.028)**

Bold values denote correlations whose 95% credibility intervals (in parentheses) do not include zero. *p < 0.05 and **p < 0.10, with p-values determined by calculating how often a given estimate was positive or negative (see text for details).
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& Dochtermann 2013). In wild Belding’s ground
squirrels, we found that activity, exploration,
response to restraint behavior, fecal glucocorticoids,
and body condition index were all significantly
repeatable, supporting our prediction that squirrels
would show animal personality. Also, there were a
number of significant correlations at both the
between-individual and within-individual level, supporting our prediction of a behavioral syndrome influenced by other phenotypic traits. To date, researchers
have documented significant repeatability and phenotypic correlations of behaviors in many animal taxa,
as well as phenotypic correlations between behaviors
and non-behavioral traits (Koolhaas et al. 1999; Sih
et al. 2004; Reale et al. 2010). However, phenotypic
correlations may be comprised of conflicting relationships at the between-individual and within-individual
level (Ferrari et al. 2013; Brommer et al. 2014),
which we found to be the case. We still know little
about whether phenotypic relationships among
behaviors and other traits reflect processes operating
at the between-individual or within-individual level
because few studies have applied the statistical tools
necessary to partition variance between those levels
(Brommer et al. 2014; Fresneau et al. 2014), especially when considering behavior alongside physiology or condition (Ferrari et al. 2013; Kluen et al.
2014). Our results supplement this growing area of
research and demonstrate unique relationships
among behaviors and condition that provide evidence
to evaluate hypotheses explaining animal personality
and behavioral syndromes.
Animal Personality—Consistent Individual
Differences in Traits

All traits measured in wild Belding’s ground squirrels
were significantly repeatable (Table 1). The repeatabilities of the behavioral traits are within range of the
average 0.37 repeatability found in behavioral traits
across taxa (Bell et al. 2009). Activity, exploration,
and response to restraint were all significantly repeatable, similar to results found in other sciurid species
(Martin & Reale 2008; Boyer et al. 2010; Ferrari et al.
2013). CORT and BCI had significant repeatabilities,
but were substantially lower than those of the behaviors. The relatively low repeatability of BCI in squirrels contrasts with other studies, such as Wilcoxon
et al. (2010), who found that BCI in Florida scrub jays
(Aphelocoma coerulescens) was highly repeatable over
roughly 6 mo (r = 0.64), and Chappell et al. (2011)
who found that BCI of wild satin bowerbirds
(Ptilonorhynchus violaceus) was repeatable from year to
Ethology 121 (2015) 125–134 © 2014 Blackwell Verlag GmbH
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year (r = 0.26). The repeatability of CORT in squirrels
was similar to the repeatability of fecal corticosterone
metabolites (r = 0.12) in yellow-bellied marmots
recorded across multiple years (Marmota flaviventrus:
Smith et al. 2012) but substantially lower than the
repeatability of plasma cortisol in alpine marmots
(r = 0.76) (Ferrari et al. 2013). The high positive correlation between plasma and fecal cortisol levels in
Belding’s ground squirrels suggests that the methodological difference does not account for the discrepancy
in repeatabilities (Mateo & Cavigelli 2005). In a recent
review on repeatabilities of glucocorticoids in birds,
Ouyang et al. (2011) found a mix of significant and
non-significant repeatabilities, and reported data
showing that glucocorticoids were repeatable within
the breeding season but not across seasons or years in
great tits (Parus major) and tree swallows (Tachycineta
bicolor). Our data are primarily made up of repeated
measures taken within a single year, and so the time
frame issue suggested by the data of Ouyang et al.
(2011) is unlikely to explain the low repeatabilities.
However, the life history of Belding’s ground squirrels
raises the possibility that within-year weight gain for
hibernation may explain the relatively lower repeatabilities of CORT and BCI even with short-term data.
Hypotheses proposing that state dependence of
behavior explains animal personality predicts that the
state itself should be repeatable. As predicted by
hypotheses of state-dependent behavior, we found
that CORT and BCI were repeatable, but the fact that
their repeatabilities are lower than the repeatabilities
of the behaviors suggests that state dependence of
behavior can only partially account for animal personality and behavioral syndromes.
Behavioral Syndrome and Patterns of Correlations
Between Traits

Squirrels’ behaviors were correlated with one another
primarily at the between-individual level. Activity
and exploration were positively correlated at the
between-individual and within-individual level,
although they both negatively correlated with
response to restraint at the between-individual level
(Table 2b,c). This indicates that the relationships
among the behaviors were primarily due to an association between individuals’ behavioral averages rather
than change in one behavior being matched by
change in another. The patterns of covariation
between activity and response to restraint mirror
those of alpine marmots, with a significant negative
between-individual correlation but a non-significant
positive within-individual correlation (Ferrari et al.
131
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2013). The significant between-individual correlations between behaviors show that the traits comprise
a behavioral syndrome on which selection may operate (Dingemanse & Dochtermann 2013).
We found that CORT and the behaviors were not
correlated. This was contrary to expectations and
results in other sciurids (Montiglio et al. 2012; Ferrari
et al. 2013) but similar to results in collared flycatchers (Fidecula albicollis; Garamszegi et al. 2012). An
alternative explanation for the lack of relationships
between CORT and the behaviors is that the effect of
CORT on an individual’s behavior may depend on its
condition. For example, in breeding female eiders (Somateria mollissima), corticosterone responses and body
condition have an interactive effect on boldness (Seltmann et al. 2012), with corticosterone affecting boldness less when body condition is high. However, the
multivariate mixed models that we used to partition
between and within-individual correlations cannot
provide insight about the possibility of between- or
within-individual interaction effects among response
variables.
Squirrel BCI and CORT did not significantly correlate at the between-individual level, but did correlate
at the within-individual level. The relationship was
only significant at the trend level, but was in the predicted negative direction (Sapolsky et al. 2000; Bonier
et al. 2009), suggesting that as an individual’s CORT
increased, its BCI decreased over repeated measures,
and vice versa. This suggests that CORT is an element
of condition in squirrels, particularly under the definition that condition is the capacity to withstand environmental challenges (Hill 2011).
The asset protection principle and state-dependent
safety hypothesis propose different mechanisms by
which condition may produce consistent individual
differences in behaviors and correlations between
those behaviors. The asset protection principle predicts that individuals will have negative feedback
between condition and risk-associated behaviors. We
found that activity and exploration negatively correlated with BCI at the within-individual level
(Table 2c), as predicted by the asset protection principle rather than the state-dependent safety hypothesis, which predicts a positive within-individual
correlation between condition and behavior (Clarke
1994; Luttbeg & Sih 2010). In other words, when a
squirrel’s condition increased, it was likely to
decrease its level of activity and exploration, and vice
versa. However, two additional observations are necessary to support the hypothesis that asset protection
explains consistent individual differences in a behavior, and consistent correlations among a set of behav132
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iors. First, condition should be a repeatable trait. We
found this to be the case in U. beldingi. Second, individuals’ average levels of condition and behavior
should be related. In other words, there should be a
between-individual correlation. We found a lack of
significant between-individual BCI/exploration or
BCI/activity correlations, suggesting that BCI does
not produce or reinforce animal personality or
behavioral syndromes by the asset protection principle. However, this does not preclude condition from
playing a role in the maintenance of genetic variance
for personality and behavioral syndromes over evolutionary time (Price et al. 1988; Rowe & Houle 1996;
Luttbeg & Sih 2010), nor the possibility that interactive relationships among traits produce personality
and behavioral syndromes (Seltmann et al. 2012).
Additionally, we should qualify this interpretation by
mentioning that our sample size (334 observations
on 157 individuals) does not provide sufficient statistical power to detect between-individual correlations
of small effect. Simulations run by Dingemanse &
Dochtermann (2013; see their fig. 1b) indicate that
for our sample size the likelihood of failing to detect
a true relationship is over 30% for between-individual correlations of 0.3 or lower (Power <0.7 for RB
<0.3), and roughly 50 more individuals measured
twice would be needed to increase statistical power
to recommended levels for a between-individual correlation of 0.3 (Power = 0.8 for RB = 0.3). However,
we have more information to estimate the withinindividual correlations than the between-individual
correlations, which is an inherent aspect of the models (Brommer et al. 2014). Therefore, the power to
detect asset protection is greater than our power to
test whether asset protection produces between-individual correlations among condition and behaviors.
This may account for our results showing evidence
that Belding’s ground squirrel activity and exploration are governed by the asset protection principle,
but that asset protection appears to not produce the
animal personality of those traits or the behavioral
syndrome they constitute. This calls for studies of larger size to more rigorously test the hypothesis that
condition differences explain animal personality and
behavioral syndromes through asset protection or
state-dependent safety. Nonetheless, given that only
one other study, to our knowledge, has partitioned
correlations of behavioral and condition traits (Kluen
et al. 2014), these data provide novel evidence of
relationships between condition and behaviors and
worthwhile insights on the role condition may play
in animal personality and behavioral syndromes in
nature.
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Conclusion
Wild Belding’s ground squirrels exhibited consistent
individual differences in activity, exploration,
response to restraint behavior, CORT, and BCI. Activity, exploration, and response to restraint formed a
behavioral syndrome, as all traits correlated at the
between-individual level. Within-individual correlations indicate that as the condition of individuals
change, CORT, activity, and exploration move in the
opposite direction. However, despite the within-individual covariation between BCI and behaviors, we
conclude that the patterns of variation in Belding’s
ground squirrels do not support hypotheses that feedback between condition and behaviors, either positive
or negative, produce animal personality or behavioral
syndromes. In general, more studies that partition
correlations between behaviors and state variables are
needed to evaluate hypotheses explaining animal personality and behavioral syndromes. Additionally, it
will be useful to assess whether condition may be
involved in evolutionary processes that produce consistent individual differences in behaviors and correlations between them.
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